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Sunset Desert Safari Excursions Quad Marsa
Alam

 Type  Run  Duration  Pick up

Group Everyday 7 Hours 1:0 PM

Enjoy a wonderful Sunset trip by quad bike to explore the Charming desert of Marsa Alam,
experience driving between the mountains of Marsa Alam with an enjoyable chance to see the
Bedouin life and seeing the amazing sunset view of the Eastern desert.

 Inclusions:  Exclusions:

Transfers from the hotel in Marsa
Alam to quad-bike station and
back
Quad-bike test drive before the
journey starts
Professional quad-bike guide for
your assistance
Panorama view and Sunset
attendance
Professional Desert Safari tour
guide
Camel ride in the desert of Marsa
Alam
Bedouin Village Tour with Bedouin
Tea
All service charge and taxes are
included in the price

Any extras not mentioned in the
program
Tipping
Cola , sprit or Fanta
Dinner

Itinerary:

Enjoy a wonderful Sunset trip by quad bike to explore the Charming desert of Marsa Alam,
you will learn how to drive a quad bike before setting out across the desert to a Bedouin
village. Learn about the culture and traditions of the desert before taking a camel ride to see
the desert sunset
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 Time Table

 1 :Pick up from your hotel in Marsa Alam

At the afternoon time you will be picked up from your hotel in
Marsa Alam, then you will be transferred to the meeting point at
Sheikh Malek situated 25 km north of Marsa Alam airport

2 :Drive through the desert

You will start to drive your quad bike for about 22 km between the
mountains of the Eastern desert to Bedouin village to enjoy visiting
a Bedouin tribe

 3:Welcome tea in the Bedouins village

welcome tea and ride the quad through the desert valleys! visiting
a Bedouin tribe and learning more about their life and traditions
(Houses, food, Education, religion, etc.), you will see among other
things: the Bedouin lady baking traditional bread and a water well
You will have a chance to try Bedouin tea. You will enjoy riding a
camel and witness the amazing sunset view.

4 :Enjoy the sunset in the heart of the desert

You will enjoy riding a camel and witness the amazing sunset
view.
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5 :Return to runner station then to your Hotel

Driving your motorbike back to the quad runner station, Finally,
you will be transferred back to your Hotel in Marsa Alam.

NOTE: All times are guidelines so no times are definite

Price:

  ($) 30 

  ( €) 28  

  (£) 26  

 Spechial Offer For Groups And Childeren (Below 12 ) 50% Discount 

 Book Now
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